Using ‘and’, ‘for’, ‘who’, ‘when’, ‘as’ and ‘without’
Rewrite the passage using ‘and’, ‘for’, ‘who’, ‘when’, ‘as’ and ‘without’.
“How unlucky we are!” I complained to Tricia. “We’ve been camping
for two nights already and there has not been a single star in the sky.”
Tricia looked at me. She nodded in agreement. Her disappointment
was apparent. The telescope she had brought had not been used since it
was set up next to the tent at the beginning of the camp. Just then, we
saw a bright flash of light.
It flickered for a while before settling on a spot to the north of us.
Then from the minuscule beam in the sky, a deep yellow light stretched in
an increasingly expanding series of circular rings all the way to the ground.
Where it hit the ground was beyond our sight but we could see where it was
coming from. There, hovering just above the darkened trees was an object
shaped like a UFO. I blinked several times. I pinched myself to make sure
that I was not dreaming. Tricia gripped my hand excitedly.
“Is it a UFO?” she said hesitantly for fear of sounding ridiculous.
“I’m not sure,” I replied. I did not take my eyes off the object and
the light which seemed to get dimmer. I was about to suggest exploring. We
heard a thud and hysterical laughter coming from the trees ahead. Rushing
forward, we came face to face with a group of children. We recognised their
faces under the light. They were our classmates, a group of pranksters.
They never failed to irritate us with their tricks.
“Come on out!” one of them called, beckoning to us.
Tricia and I were stunned because we did not expect them to spot
us in the dark.
“You thought you saw a UFO, didn’t you?” one of them sneered.
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Answers

Using ‘and’, ‘for’, ‘who’, ‘when’, ‘as’ and ‘without’

“How unlucky we are!” I complained to Tricia. “We’ve been camping for two nights
already and there has not been a single star in the sky.”
Tricia looked at me and nodded in agreement. Her disappointment was apparent for
the telescope she had brought had not been used since it was set up next to the tent at
the beginning of the camp. Just then, we saw a bright flash of light.
It flickered for a while before settling on a spot to the north of us. Then from the
minuscule beam in the sky, a deep yellow light stretched in an increasingly expanding
series of circular rings all the way to the ground. Where it hit the ground was beyond
our sight but we could see where it was coming from. There, hovering just above the
darkened trees was an object shaped like a UFO. I blinked several times and pinched
myself to make sure that I was not dreaming. Tricia gripped my hand excitedly.
“Is it a UFO?” she said hesitantly for fear of sounding ridiculous.
“I’m not sure,” I replied without taking my eyes off the object and the light which
seemed to get dimmer. I was about to suggest exploring when we heard a thud and
hysterical laughter coming from the trees ahead. Rushing forward, we came face to
face with a group of children. We recognised their faces under the light. They were our
classmates, a group of pranksters who never failed to irritate us with their tricks.
“Come on out!” one of them called, beckoning to us.
Tricia and I were stunned for we did not expect them to spot us in the dark.
“You thought you saw a UFO, didn’t you?” one of them sneered.
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